BURN VICTIM REPORTS

BEFORE

1-HOUR AFTER

DOUBLE-BLIND CLINICAL TRIALS of Philip Savage’s Subliminal Distant Influence (SDI) technology at Los
Angeles Burn Center. Results: “In all five cases of the treatment group, there was significant reepithelization

(healing with no grafting) of skin in areas diagnosed with deep and severe third -degree burn, as compared to
no reepithelization of skin in the children of the control group. There was a subjectively noticeable lack of
infection, lack of pain and discomfort, vitalization and maintenance of calm throughout each Treatment Group
subject’s stay at the burn clinic.” Summarized report by Jane Dillon, PhD, University of California, San Diego,
March 30, 1999: 100% Success in “Healing” (Reepithelization) of Severe Third -Degree Burns.
FIREBURNDOCTOR.com – FBD GLOBAL EXPERIMENT. Results: 1700 burn cases from 58 countries and 50

U.S. states, ALL with the same astonishing results: Pain go ne in minutes, burn erased in hours. Free “Instant
Burn Recovery.” No pain, no grafting, no scarring, no risk… and no cost. Non -medical, non-pharmaceutical,
non-therapeutic. Just call or text: +1 818 332 6445 within first 30 minutes of burn injury. Dr. Philip Savage, the
FireBurnDoctor, has been taking care of burns his whole life. Recently he has trained some of his students to
conduct the FBD experiment using Distant Subliminal Neuro -Bypass (DSNB) technology to help burn victims
worldwide.
JLM, Washington, 12/3/09 “My family and I are freaking out!"
"I burned my hand approximately four hours ago and now I am pain free and healing is well on its way. I am a
paramedic and my wife is an ER nurse. We are both speechless in my recovery. Don't hesitate, this works."
Lily G., Washington, 12/18/09 "I don't know how you did it, but it didn't happen on its own!"
"Hi! first let me apologize for the lateness of my reply. Thank you so much for helping. Lily is doing much
better. She burned her hand and wrist by dumping 200 degree wax over it while making candles. She
immediately ran cold water over it which, of course, hardened the wax effectively creating a cast, her flesh
baking inside. She was in intense pain, and within minutes began blistering. She could st and the pain only by
applying an ice pack. It was a little over a half hour by the time I called you. About forty -five minutes later the
pain had subsided and she could remove the ice pack. It left several small blisters, but the pain never
returned. I don't know how you did it, but it didn't happen on its own, so you must be responsible! Thank you
again so much and keep up the good work!"
Michael H., Ohio, 1/7/10 "I can't believe it. But hey, it works!!!”
At 7:58 p.m. EST, 2 year-old Michael burned his hand on an oven rack. His mom said his pain level was 8 -10
before the call. When FireBurnDoctor team called her back, Michael's mother said the pain dropped to zero
almost immediately. About 15 minutes later, she emailed to say, "I was told about this num ber from my fatherin-law who heard it on a radio show. He had just mentioned the number to the father of my child when my son
walked over and grabbed onto a hot wire rack from the 400 degree oven. Immediately, we put his hand under
the cold water and my father-in-law told me to call the number. As I was giving the information the burn and
pain level was disappearing. By the time I got a call back, seven minutes later, my son seemed as if it didn't
even happen. I can't believe it. But hey. It works!!! Thank you so much and I'm going to tell as many people as
I know about this."
Bert G., Virginia, 1/19/10 "Yesterday's burn is completely gone and forgotten!"
"I've been a glassblower for over 30 years and after hearing the radio program, I programmed the FBD
number in my phone. After a few months I burned my left thumb and forefinger and called it in, pain was
maybe a 6 or 7, overall not a bad burn so I had kind of a hard time telling if it was just natural or the burn
doctor when it felt better later. But the very next day, I again burned my left thumb and forefinger, much worse
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Bonnie O., California, 11/25/10 "Everything is fine. I have no pain, no scar, nothing. Thank you again."
"This past Thanksgiving, my family and I were having dinner at my cousin's home. I was cooking the turkey
and my brother was helping me take it out of the oven. He picked up the turkey baster to remove the grease
and juices. I sat the bowl down for him to squirt the grease into but I guess I didn't move my hand fast enough
and it went all over my hand. This was a bad grease burn. I remembered that I had met Jane Clements about
6 months ago and she had given me the number for the Fire Burn Doctor, and I had given it to my cousin. I
asked her to call the number and she did. I don't know how or what they do, but ....there was no pain and not
a mark on my hand... it was like it never happened. All I do know is that it worked, thank god. Thanks again to
the Fireburn Doctor. Everyone should have your number.”
Halle S., New Jersey, 8/6/11 "The pain has subsided completely at this point. She feels no pain at all.”
"My daughter called at about 10 pm saying she had burned her hand on a barbeque and needed a ride hom e.
My wife drove her from the party she was attending about a mile from home. When she arrived home, she was
in severe pain and would not let us look at or treat the burn; only keep her hand on ice to help the pain. She
seemed in so much pain that I thought of the Burn Doctor. But, initially when I called, the recording stated
calls should be made within a half hour of the burn, so I hung up without giving any info because it had been
at least two hours since the burn. At this point, I went back to the comp uter and checked out your website out
of curiosity, and in doing so noticed that it may be possible to help even though it was two and one half hours
since she was burned, so I called again and gave pertinent info. Within a few minutes I received a return call
and was asked to verify the info and to call back in an hour to report on my daughter's condition. When I got
off the phone I went to check on my daughter. The pain subsided enough that she was already able to remove
her hand from the ice water. My da ughter felt that when she finally removed her hand from ice is what caused
her pain to subside somewhat, but when her pain was almost completely gone in a few more minutes, it was
obvious this was not normal. My daughter may not realize what happened, but you made a believer out of me.
Thank You.” Dad is a veteran firefighter!
Victor B., Tennessee, 4/1/12 "I don't know what you all did, or how you did it, but it's fantastic!"
Thank you fireburn doctor. I called in today when I was burning some brush that I had piled up on my
property. I was trying to set fire to it and it would not get started. It was damp and green brush. So I had some
old fuel in a jug that was part gas and part oil out of my tractor. I started to dowse the brush that I thought was
out, but I guessed wrong. As soon as the fuel hit the brush it went up in flames and so did my hand with it. I
quickly set the jug down because it was on fire along with my hand. I smacked the fire out on my hand on the
ground by throwing dirt on it. I ran to the house to wash it off and saw it was really red and was burning really
bad. I called you all and gave my info. You all called back in a couple minutes and I talked to the burn doctor.
I was really amazed at how quick it stopped hurting. In about 10 to 1 5 minutes my pain level went from a 5 or
6 to a 1. As I send this e-mail to you my level is 0. The redness is all gone and my hand looks the same as the
other hand which had no burning at all. I am going to tell everyone I know about this and send it out t o my
complete mailing list. It is truly unbelievable. Thank you again so much for what you did. I was burnt several
years ago on my leg and that was the worst pain I had ever experienced in my life. This time was a life
changing experience... Please use my experience in your ads or anything else if it will help promote this
technology. I would be willing to help any way I can. Thank you again so much!"
Sandra B., Arizona, 8/6/11 “I'm a wound care nurse. Most accelerated healing I have ever experienced !"
"I’m amazed. I sustained a burn on my right thumb lighting a sparkler. It was instantaneous and very painful.
There was an area 1.5 x 2cm of white devitalised skin. I immediately put ice on the burn, but did not
remember to call fireburndoctor until 30 min utes after the burn. As long as it was 'on ice' it was not painful,
but as soon as I removed the ice, the pain went to a 7 -8 on a scale of 10. I had programmed the
fireburndoctor number into my phone after hearing a Radio show regarding FBD about two years ago. As soon
as I remembered I had the number, I called and received a call back in 4 minutes and was instructed to go
about my normal routine and "forget it". I took the ice off and the pain never went back to even a 5. Within an
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this time. Pain at least an 8 with a good mark. Within 2 or 3 hours I was working without any pain at all. It is
still a little sensitive but no pain. Amazing."

Olivia C., Texas, 2/8/12 "My heroes! I've got your number everywhere in my house."
Olivia got burned when the head of a red -hot match embedded itself in her finger. She knew it was a minor
burn, but when the pain started going up her arm, she was worried because she needs both her hands for her
profession... so she called the FireBurnDoctor. "Hey,... this is just amazing! because, [laughter] just since the
last time I called you, it's totally, totally, pain is gone. Jeez, amazing! And, you know that site that was dead
skin, that's melding back together. There was a little yel low when I talked to you before. It's all pink now, and
it's weird!... I am so glad I called. The skin that was white and dead and separated up from the surrounding
living tissue, had all gone back into the flesh state. It was yellow/pink and no longer whi te. Now it's just shiny,
but all pink. It feels good to pinch and squeeze the tip of that finger now, whereas before it was raw feeling. I
applaud this man/ these folks who assist him, and the principal behind which heals. What a good, good thing
you do in this world."
AMS, Portugal, 12/1//09 “Amazing!!! Not sure how it worked, but it did for me!"
Hello.... I discovered your number through a radio show. I kept the number just in case, having two children
you never know. Just the other day I received a bur n, picking up something that I didn't realize was very hot,
hence the burn on my right thumb and index finger. Nothing too serious 1st and 2nd degree burns but painful
none the less. So I called the fireburndoctor's number and I also e -mailed fireburndoctor just to try it out to
see if this technology (for lack of a better word) is viable. They responded right away to ask me for more
detail, What time was the burn? What is the nature of the burn and where? What is the pain level? I could see
the blisters starting to form, I took a nap and when I woke the 1st degree burns on my index finger were non existent, the blisters actuality never formed, just a lighter imprint where the burn was and the pain went from
an 8+ to a 2. Amazing!!! Not sure how it worked bu t it did for me. I will save and keep this blessed service in
mind because with a toddler and a teen you just never know. Thank You!"
Sam G., California, 8/8/10 "Wow, thank you. There's no blister! It's totally gone!"
At 11:36 am, Pacific time, Sam burned his finger on a soldering gun and called the FireBurnDoctor within 5
minutes. He didn't call sooner because he was applying a technique he said has worked for him in the past.
He claimed that applying pressure with a finger to any kind of injury and by p ressing on it and making it hurt, it
will heal much faster than otherwise. He says it's worked well for him in the past, but this time it just wasn't
working; the pain was actually getting worse! On a scale of 0 to 10, Sam said his pain had been a 6, then 7
then 8. He claimed he has a high pain tolerance, but this one really hurt. When Sam's technique wasn't
helping, he decided to call the FireBurnDoctor, and found to his amazement that although his pain was an 8
before the first call, 7 minutes after calli ng the FireBurnDoctor, his pain was completely gone. Shocked, Sam
said he could even apply heat again!
Maria A., California, 9/6/10 “ Wow, that’s fast. I’ve had scalding burns before, never gone down so fast."
"Wow! The Burndoctor service is amazing! Afte r I spoke to you the burn area pain and sensitivity was
diminishing (scale from 8 to 4). I would say that within minutes of our first conversation the pain and affected
area of the burn was returning to normal. I could almost see the red area shrink in col or as the burn cooled
off. Within the hour after our second call the burn was all but gone, the red skin was now a small pink area the
size of a dime. There's no scaring or blistering at all. Shortly thereafter I'd totally forgot about it. I scalded my
wrist with my tea water and thought I would have to deal with the trauma. Your service is an unbelievable god
send.... The burn is no longer painful at all. It's a tiny little pink spot. And I'm absolutely amazed! I don't know
how you do it. Thanks so much."
Tanya K., Washington, 11/19/11 Dad to the rescue….
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hour and a half, the pain was gone. I went kayaking for over 6 hours the NEXT MORNING, after reporting on
the status of the burn..... I never noticed it, and had a great time. There is no blistering or redness...maybe a
bit of induration, which is limited to the skin that was bur ned white, but no pain, no redness, and I already
have sensation in the area!... This is something big and I am really excited!!! Not to mention intensely
grateful! Thank you so much.

Lynn H., Arizona, 3/22/10 “She was screaming bloody murder & stopped crying 15 minutes after calling FBD!"
Lynn's mom called FBD from the emergency room two hours after her 6 -year-old daughter had spilled hot
liquid straight from the microwave onto her belly. The pain level was a 10 (on a scale of 0 to 10). A stranger i n
the ER waiting room told Lynn's mom that Fireburndoctor had helped a friend of hers with dramatic results for
her burn, including no scarring. Borrowing this stranger's phone, with Lynn crying by her side, Lynn's mom
called FBD. She told the Fireburndoct or team that it might be a third degree burn, the skin was bright red and
veiny, as if the skin had already come off. A few days later, Lynn's mom emailed her report: "Lynn is feeling
really good. The pain level went down almost immediately. When the doct or was applying the bandages and
rubbing her tummy, she wasn't complaining at all. All the way to the ER, she was screaming bloody murder,
but she stopped crying within 10 to 15 minutes of calling [FBD]. Actually, when the [ER] doctor was scrubbing
her tummy and applying the bandages, she was laughing. She was laughing!...You see, my son had a burn 12
years ago in day-care. The woman who ran that day-care out of her home was never able to tell me how he
got 3rd degree burns on his face and chest. He still has scars from that. So please tell the doctor, thank you
very much. You can hear her. That's Lynn, she's playing. I've got your number programmed in my phone,
under Burns, just like that woman said to do."
Susan T., Florida, 9/16/10 "It's done, Thank you."
Susan was frying stew meat for her [60 year -old!] grandson, when grease splashed onto her fingers. Susan's
grandson knew exactly what to do to help her, and called the FBD team within 4 minutes of the bur n. Just 12
minutes later, Susan's pain went down from a 10 (on a scale of 0 -10), to maybe a 2-3, where it was "just
stinging now" with red knuckles showing. When the FBD team called her back, Susan simply said, "It's done,
thank you." A little later, after her nap, Susan called to report that there was no pain, zero, had been zero for
hours.
Eddie D., Pennsylvania, 10/5/10 "I would have been marked for a week!"
"Poured steaming water down inner forearm at work, immediate pain, level 6, became red, raise d, and
preblistered. Made call 2 min later, pain lessened in 5 min, no pain at 10 -15 min, and whole thing literally
faded away in 30 min. Was working on a hair client at my work who saw the event from beginning to end, she
was in total amazement, as was I! !! 30 min later, and nothing there!!! Thank u !!!"
Henry G., Washington, 10/19/10 "Almost as if it never happened; absolutely amazing; can't thank you enough;
was going to blister, just amazing, thank you doctor; How can I contribute? People need to know about this."
"Within two minutes of burning the skin near my cheek to the right side of my mouth I called the Fire Burn
Doctor at 818-332-6445 number and was immediately called back. The flame from an open torch had just
grazed my face very briefly but I could feel the pain growing and was wondering if it would blister. While I was
leaving my details in a message I could feel the pain continuing to increase. I would say it went from a zero to
a 3 or 4 while leaving the message. By the time I was called bac k it was pushing 4 or 5, but that was as bad
as it ever got. I was asked to call back in 30 minutes and by that time it was almost as if it never happened.
No blistering, no swelling or anything. Absolutely amazing. This was my first time calling for help and I was
not in an area where I could get ice or cold water on it quickly. As it turned out I didn't end up putting
anything, no ice or cold water, on it. The Burn Doctor's process worked amazingly fast."
Cathy W., Nevada, 11/8/10 "It's miraculous, like a miracle, it's fabulous what you can do, wonderful service."
Cathy burned her arm, from elbow to wrist, when she poured very hot microwaved tea water on her arm. In a
panic with what she thought was a second -degree burn, she drove to the pharmacy to get burn cream. To her
surprise, the pharmacist did not recommend anything on the shelf, but told her instead about the
FireBurnDoctor. He said it was a free service accessed by phone which he'd heard was getting great results,
but he hadn't SEEN the results himself. He told her that if she decided to call, to please, let him know how it
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When Tanya accidentally picked up a hot coal and burned her middle finger, her dad immediately texted her
details to the FireBurn Doctor. When the FBD team called her back a few minutes later, she said t hat her pain
had already decreased from an 8 (on a scale of 0 to 10), to a 4. About a half hour later, Tanya's dad texted
again to say: "Pain level now .5. She's napping. Thank you, guys!"

Sam F., Kansas, 11/10/10 “You guys are amazing! Everyone in the family has the number in their phones.”
"I burned my neck and face lighting a fire in my fire place. At the time I had about 10 inches of beard hanging
down which caught on fire, I had n o idea until the pain tore into me. It was a decent burn, instantly super red.
My wife went to look for the burn spray when I said, 'Hey let's call the fire burn doctor & see if it really works,"
which we did. Good thing too because we couldn't find the bu rn spray. I called, left the information asked of
me and waited. By the time the fire burn doctor called me back my pain had gone from a 6 or so [on a scale of
0 to 10] to a 3. But I just thought it was because time had passed. The doctor verified my info and told me to
go about my daily routine just like I normally do & call back in half an hour. Well I kinda did what I normally do
except for the fact that I was watching the clock for the 30 minute mark waiting for my pain to go away. At the
30 minute mark I called them back and left negative feedback. I really wanted it to work too. At that point, I
kinda just threw it out of my mind and filed it away as another let down. About 10 minutes after I put it out of
my mind and went about my normal routine (like the doctor had said) my pain was completely gone, the
redness went away it was like the burn never happened. So I am here now to withdraw my negative feedback
for 100% positive feedback. Thanks."
Willie H., Texas, 11/21/10 “He’s already done, boy you guy s are fast!"
"I am writing to give you the testimony. I saw Willie grab a totally burning hot iron skillet by the handle and
scream. He put cocoa butter on it. I called you. His hand was bright red and he had three raised blisters on
the ridge of his palm near the base of his fingers. He made fun of me when I looked up your number on the
computer. I memorized it once before and need to do so again... But actually, when I told him you guys do
some kind of long distance healing work for burns and it's free, he agreed. (I would have called you anyway).
Sure enough, minutes after the call...in fact, DURING the return call... he was already totally out of pain. The
severe redness was completely gone. The swollen mounds were almost flat. Within a few more minutes , he
had totally forgotten the whole thing. It is minimalized in his mind. BUT I SAW THE DAMAGE. It is not
minimalized in my mind!!! He could be in severe pain today. Instead he has been going full steam.and still is.
That's why I am writing this INSTEAD O F HIM. ALSO because I am so grateful FOR YOU GUYS!!!"
Diane T., Budapest, Hungary, 11/24/10: “Pain free, no chafing or peeling...pretty darn amazing!"
"Greetings from Budapest.... Judith came to work one day with a pretty nasty burn on her arm that she h ad
received while ironing her blouses for work, she showed me and I called the burn doctor for her. He
immediately called back and we gave the information needed. At the time [Diane] had a pain of 5 to 6 on a
scale of 10 and the burn was very tender, swoll en and had white specks on the skin around the edges. The
Burn Doctor asked that she continue her day and we should call back in 30 min. We did, and with amazing
results: The swelling was gone, the white specks were gone and the tenderness was gone to the point that
one could run the entire hand over the burn area with no pain at all. The pain went from a 5 to 6 down to zero
in 30 min. Needless to say she was astonished, she had not believed something like this could work and was
laughing when I called for her.... she has passed this number on to a great many people. Thanks!"
Tammy C., R.N.C., L.C.S.W., Arizona, 11/27/10 "I have no pain! Wow! Thank You So Much"
"Dear FireBurnDoctor Team. My husband called you this morning to request your assistance after I scalded
my left thumb and wrist with boiling water while filling a hot water bottle. I am trained as a Nurse Practitioner,
although I mostly do alternative medicine.... I knew that this was a very serious second -degree burn. Just
prior to calling you, the pain was about a 7-8, and there was a large 4" area of redness and swelling, with a
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worked. Cathy figured she had nothing to lose, so she called the FBD phone number immediately and left her
information. Since the pharmacist also wanted to see the results, Cat hy went about her normal activities
making business phone calls standing right there in the store. About a half hour later, both Cathy and the
pharmacist were amazed, and Cathy called the FBD team to report: "I called you all earlier. My burn went
down considerably. It had been all the way up my arm, and now it's like 3 things, 3 little spots... With the stuff
I was doing, I didn't pay much attention to it and I realized that it didn't hurt anymore. Then I looked at it and it
was considerably smaller. A pharmacist gave me your number. It is amazing. And I am a Christian, and I
believe in faith healing, which I KNOW that's what you gotta be doing. But you're doing a wonderful job. It
worked really good and I'm going to send you a picture of my arm. Thank you. "

Cybil D., New York, 10/27/11 "It's like, wow, it doesn't hurt already. I can't believe it's not burning! Bless you."
"My name is [Cybil] and I telephoned the fireburndoctor immediately after a kitchen burn this afternoon. It
began healing immediately after my telephone call to him, and I barely suffered the pain that I would have
expected. I would be more than agreeable to share my story with media, if it is of any assistance to him. I plan
to do so on a local radio show tomorrow in the hopes that he can assi st others who are open to asking his
help. I am deeply grateful and plan to give his number to everyone I know, to use if they are in need in the
future. I am amazed and deeply appreciative. The pain was relieved immediately and there was no tissue
damage. Amazing.... I've never had a burn heal that quickly in my life, no blister, pain gone before I'd even
driven out of town."
Veronica S., California, 10/30/11 "The epidermis was singed off, but able to take a bath and type on the
computer... nothing short of miraculous, a wonderful service!"
"Thank you Doctor for taking care of a First degree burn on my third finger last weekend. I was removing a hot
pizza from a 500 degree oven when my mitt slipped and I touched the edge of the pan. At first I didn't fee l
much, but 5 minutes later the pain was searing! I called Fireburndoctor within 15 minutes and gave the
necessary information and carried on as usual. Within 40 minutes, the pain subsided about 50%. I found it
difficult to type on my computer but remember ed what you said, "continue doing whatever you're doing..." The
pain came and went but became notably less as time went on. I could see a singed white layer of skin on my
finger but the pain slowly dissolved. That night, the pain, on a scale of one to 7 (s even being the most intense
pain) was down to 2. The next day, the pain was completely gone. However mysterious this healing method is,
I am always incredibly grateful and always a bit stunned that it works. I will continue to pass your information
on to my friends, both naysayers and otherwise. You contribute a tremendous service to individuals who are
involved in accidents involving burns and I greatly appreciate all your help! I know that without your
intervention, I would be in terrible pain and discomf ort for hours if not days and weeks. Gratefully....”
Leila H., Georgia, 11/20/11 "Horrific to have the clothes you're wearing burn."
"Hello, I am so thankful for the fireburn doctor. I really have no words to express my gratitude except for
THANK YOU. I was cooking on a gas stove and the sleeve of my blouse caught on fire. I don't know exactly
how it happened but suddenly my sleeve was on fire. There were flames burning the sl eeve and moving
quickly up my arm. I ran to the sink and sprayed my arm with water but not before my arm have been burned
and the back of my seat of my trousers had been burned thru. Fortunately my backside was not burned but my
upper arm was very red and felt like it was on fire. I attempted to put an ice pack on it and then I remembered
the burn doctor I had used once before with unbelievable results. So I called and the burn doctor gave me
instructions and calmed me down and the burn I had received heale d quickly and completely. When I called,
my burn was rated as a 10 by me and I really didn't feel that the burn doctor was going to be able to help, but
they did and when the allotted time had passed and I called back to report, the pain had resurfaced for a few
moments (it went from a 1 to about a 4) but as soon as I hung up and started back to my work the pain
vanished and never returned. I have no marks or bruises or physical remembrances of the burn. Thank you
burndoctor for your amazing technique. I do n't know what it is but it really, really works. Namaste."
Rick M., California, 11/21/11 A little disappointed there’s no sign of the burn when he went to show his mom!"
Rick burned his finger on a hot coal and texted his details to the FireBurnDoctor within 5 minutes. When the
FBD team called him back, his pain level had already dropped from a 4 (on a scale of 0 to 10), to a 3 in just
one minute. Eight hours later, the FB D team called again to find out that a blister had come up and then
completely disappeared... and that Rick had completely forgotten about it within two hours and was actually a
little disappointed that there was no sign of the burn at all when he went to show his mom.
Larry S., Louisiana, 12/2/11 "When you ask him which hand is "ow", he looks at both & shrugs his shoulders.”
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visible blister forming. Almost immediately after calling you, I felt a sensation of cool water pouring down
through my crown, and into my body, where it focused in my l eft arm and thumb/wrist. Ahhhhh...... So cool
and comforting... and I watched as the bright red of the scald began to diminish, along with the swelling. It has
now been about 30 minutes since we called you, and I have no pain! Wow! Thank You So Much!"

Danny V., Minnesota, 1/14/12 "I forgot to call back, he seems perfectly fi ne.... There's no pain and no marks."
"On January 14th 2012, [3-year old] Danny and my older son were helping me to warm up a pot of beans on
the stove. While I turned to grab something, Danny accidentally set his left pinky finger on the burner. He was
in a lot of pain and we called the burn doctor within 15 min. We kept him distracted and within a few minutes
he stopped crying and there were no scars on his finger. Thank you."
Esther T., Michigan, 12/17/11 "It's gone!"
Esther was making tea at work when the hot water splashed onto her face, cheek and lip. Someone she had
met recently had given her a slip of paper with the FireBurnDoctor phone number and instructions on what
information was needed. She called less than 10 minutes after the burn, relucta nt to give her details, but did
anyway because she didn't want the pain. When the FBD team called her back, Esther said her pain level had
been a 10 (on a scale of 0 to 10) before her call... began dropping immediately, and was already down to a 1
as she was speaking to the FBD team. The call ended with Esther saying, "It's gone!” confirming that the pain
had disappeared altogether.
Victor S., Colorado, 1/11/12 "Just unbelievable! No mark on the thumb & no pain a half hour after the 1 st call."
"I'm calling back to leave an update on the burn on my index finger and thumb after an hour. This is quite
remarkable. There is no pain on my thumb. And I did nothing. I didn't apply water or ice or anything to it since
we talked last. I must say that, without whatev er it is you guys do, I would expect this would be in a much
worse condition. So I want to thank you very much! Index finger had a little white where a blister had been
expected, but no blister and no pain. There are no marks or any indication that my thum b was burned. Thank
you so much. What is it you guys do? This turned out so much better than I expected would happen when I
grabbed that burner."
Laurie D., New Jersey, 3/8/12 "I don't notice anything at all anymore. So, thank you very much!”
"My husband and I wanted to thank you for your help today. I was plating dinner and I put a plate on the
burner of our electric stove middle finger first; only thing is I forgot I had just used that burner and it was still
hot. My finger rested on the extremely hot a rea of the burner and was instantly burned. My pain level was a 7
out of 10. My husband and I listened to Darkness Radio a couple nights ago and heard a show featuring
Alison McDermott who works with fireburndoctor.com. It was an impressive show, so at tha t time we had
taken down the number just in case any of us needed help with a burn. Why not right? We decided to call.
Just a few minutes passed, so we called and left my information. We received an almost immediate call back.
My pain level at that point was a 5. I was asked to go about my normal business and to call them back within
an hour. This happened around 5:27. Within several minutes after our conversation, my pain was almost
gone. Around 6, it seemed to start burning again, but by 6:15 my pain was completely gone. I don’t even have
a mark anymore. Thank you fireBurndoctor.com for your help and darkness radio for having Alison McDermott
as their guest allowing us to get the help I needed. Keep spreading the word and I will pass the number to
everyone I know too! Thank you, Thank you, Thank you!!!”

Greg "Trailblazer," Ohio, 3/24/12 "I placed the call and within minutes.... I felt relief!"
"Hi... on Saturday at about 8 pm, I was using a new pressure cooker that was supposed to be totally
automatic, but I failed to lock it down. In the process of trying to lock the lid, steam poured out and burned my
left hand. At first I didn't think it was too bad, so I didn't think it was necessary to call the fireburndoctor. But
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On Friday Dec 2, 2011, my two-year old grandson burned himself on the wire rack in the 400 degree oven,
while trying to help me cook. It was quite painful for him - maybe a 7-9. I called fireburndoctor right away (it is
in my cell phone) and gave the required information on the answer machine. [The FBD team] called back
within 4 minutes. In that time the pain level had dropped to abo ut a 3-5. I was told to call back in an hour to
say how my grandson was doing - his pain level was 0. He did not say 'ow' even when reminded about the
boo-boo earlier, or touching where he had burned his hand. I have called in the past when either my daugh ter,
myself or my grandson has been burned - and the outcome is always the same: pain free and no mark. Thank
you so much for your help - we just love you and what you do so much!"

Eleanor H., Indiana, 3/8/12
"She is having absolutely no pain, and you can hardly see where she got burnt!" "It's been several days now
since my daughter burned her hand while grilling steaks. She has nerve damage in that hand and often cannot
tell when she has burned herself until the skin has turned white. Anyway, she burned her hand and yelled for
me to come take a look. I had heard about fireburndoctor's phone number the day before on a
Wolfspiritradio.com interview and immediately put the phone number in my cell phone. I called as soon as I
saw the burn and gave all the requested information. Within a handful of minutes, I received a call back
asking me about the situation. By then, my daughter was no longer experienci ng any pain, whatsoever. By the
next day, I could not even tell where the burn had been. Both my daughter and I are amazed by the results.
Thank you so much! “
Thomas H., South Dakota, 3/6/12 " I can just barely tell there was a burn to my face!”
"...So, after I opened the radiator cap and the fluid came bursting out into my face, I was glad to have written
your number down after I heard Alison on the "darkness" radio show the night before. Luckily the engine had
an hour to cool off before I opened it. But when I was washing the antifreeze off of me, the area around my
eye had the feeling of burning and it was getting stronger and stronger. So I finished work as quick as I could
and called you. I gave my information and you called back quickly with what to do. So I followed the directions
of "just forget about it", went home, took a shower and played guitar and called you back after an hour, and
the burning sensation of my face had faded so much I could barely feel it anymore. Thank you for what you do
and if I ever get burned again I will call you and also spread the word. Thanks again!"
Dale T., Ohio 11/26/09 "It hurt so bad it was making me sick!"
Dear Fire burn Doctor. While visiting my mother on Thanksgiving, my whole family was in the kitchen and we
were all getting our food to sit down. While putting boiling hot gravy on my mashed potatoes, I accidentally
put too much and it ran over onto the palm of my hand. It was all I could do to keep from dropping my plate
because the burn hurt so bad… I then remembered that I had put the Fireburndoctor’s phone number in my cell
phone. I immediately called… and gave my birth name, date of birth, birth place, city and state and place
where the burn occurred and time which was within 2 minutes after it had happened. Shortly… I received a call
back from the Fireburndoctor team who asked me what my pain level was. I said ‘Wow how did you do that, it
is like maybe a 1 or 2 at most.’ He asked what it was previously. I said it was an 8 or higher. In fact I
commented to my family that it hurt so bad it was making me sick. But everyone else was in total amazement.
I then received a second call from the Fireburndoctor, and by that time my level was 0… I am giving everyone I
know this phone number to call. Thank you f or this wonderful blessing, I was saved from what surely would
have been at least a second-degree bur I am so glad I programmed the number into my phone when the
woman on the radio said to do that.”

RUSH , the Award-Winning FireBurnDoctor Documentary: http://youtu.be/9rZbjJze3wg
www.FireBurnDoctor.com
www.PSproof.com
+1 818 332 6445
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after 15 minutes I realized the pain wasn't going away, so… I called. I figured why suffer when I know the
fireburndoctor can help. So I placed the call and within minutes.... I felt relief and when I received the call
back from fireburndoctor, the pain level was already down to a 1 or less. I was instructed to call back in one
hour and report my pain level. I called back 1.5 hours later, and by then there was no pain.... Thank you, Fire
Burn Doctor. I will do my best in spreading the news that unnecessary pain from burns no matter how small
can be resolved within minutes."

